
BOOT CAMP 1931 

Chapter 1931 Seeking Revenge 

 

Ye Jian’s determination made Commissioner Cai understand why Principal Chen had previously stopped 

him. Principal Chen didn’t want to tell Ye Jian about this for the time being. Now, Commissioner Cai 

wanted to 

slap himself. 

“Child, I came to tell you because I wanted to tell you that your mother was indeed harmed and 

sacrificed. I wanted you to be aware, not have you put yourself in danger.” 

Commissioner Cai started persuading her seriously. “You’re the only descendant of your mother. We 

were entrusted by your mother to take good care of you. Now, you want to put yourself in danger. Ye 

Jian, I don’t 

agree with your decision. 

 

“Even if we need to open an investigation, you should let us investigate first. Right now, all you need to 

do is study hard and complete your studies. That’s the most important thing for you. 

“I came here this time because I was afraid that something might happen during the investigation. You 

don’t know anything now. Even if you have doubts, you should reinvestigate before doing anything else. 

“You don’t know how deep the water was back then. Even after more than ten years, the water is still 

deep. I’ve been very careful during my investigation, afraid that something big would happen again. 

You’re just a 

cadet now. What can you use to investigate?” 

If he had known that this child was so stubborn, he would have discussed it with Principal Chen first… 

But he didn’t know where Principal Chen was now. 

‘Old Chen, oh Old Chen. I wanted to discuss it with you but I couldn’t find you. Even the villagers of 

Shuikou Village don’t know where you are.’ 

Oh yeah, he almost forgot something. 

“Ye Jian, Principal Chen has been taking care of you. Do you know where he is? I went to Shuikou Village 

but I couldn’t find him. Even the villagers said that they haven’t seen him for a long time.” 

He was afraid that something would happen! 

 

After all, he was investigating Red Plum’s sacrifice and had handed some of Red Plum’s belongings to 

Old Chen. It was the same as bringing him into danger. 



Ye Jian could tell that he was worried. However, she couldn’t reveal too much information about Uncle 

Chen, so she said, “Uncle Chen went on a holiday. I’m afraid he won’t be back anytime soon.” 

Hearing his worries and concerned tone, Ye Jian, who had always been sharp, asked, “Just now, you said 

that the waters were already very deep more than ten years ago and it’s still the same after ten years. 

You also 

mentioned that you’re afraid that something might happen during the investigation. Are you saying that 

once someone finds out that you’re investigating my mother’s death, they’ll kill you to silence you?” 

“That’s right. That’s why I’m stopping you.” Facing an extremely intelligent cadet, Commissioner Cai 

knew that the only thing he could do was to make things clearer. 

Ye Jian’s expression was as cold as ice. “Since it’s so dangerous, I can’t just watch you and my mother’s 

comrades take the risk. As her daughter, I must do what I should do. 

“Don’t worry about me. I’m not stupid enough to joke about my future. I have a way to gain his 

attention, and I also have a way to prevent myself from getting into trouble.” 

‘Sun Yaozu, let’s face each other head-on!” 

Ye Jian didn’t keep all the documents. After memorizing all the contents, she destroyed them in front of 

Commissioner Cai. “I’ll keep the two photos. I’ve memorized the rest of the information. I can’t keep 

them. I don’t 

want to implicate you.” 

Commissioner Cai knew that he couldn’t stop Ye Jian. He sighed. “I’ll try to get the report. I’ll update you 

immediately.”. 

Chapter 1933 Sniper Base 

 

“I told him that since he was specially hired to come back and he appeared at such a critical juncture, he 

couldn’t make himself too busy or the other instructors would have a problem with him. If he were to 

complete 

the tasks of a few people all by himself, it would make others seem incompetent. 

“I said that it’s good that he’s taking the initiative to train more excellent snipers. However, he’ll offend 

others and attract criticism. For the sake of the unity of the sniper base, he has to change his habit of 

taking 

charge.” 

Commissar Yan heard it and laughed out loud. This advice was not bad, not bad at all! 

With Principal Chen’s personality, only this kind of advice could make him listen! 



“After Uncle Chen heard this, he was stunned for a while. Seeing that he was wavering, I asked him if he 

had taken charge of all the training and if the other instructors were just watching by the side, giving 

simple 

 

guidance? If so, then it’s his fault. 

“The main responsibility of a sniper instructor is to be in charge of sniper training. How could instructors 

watch from the side and give some simple guidance? If he does that, he’s not helping anyone but 

stealing these 

instructors’ jobs.” 

Ye Jian had already checked the fourth sniper rifle. She loaded the bullets into the magazine one by one, 

put on the safety harness, and adjusted the aiming tool. Her movements didn’t stop at all. Her posture 

was sharp 

and skilled. 

Recalling Principal Chen’s shocked expression at that time, Ye Jian, who was secretly laughing in her 

heart at that time, laughed along with Commander Liu and Commissar Yan now. “Uncle Chen was really 

frightened 

at that time. He didn’t have the thought of snatching other people’s jobs and taking credit. He just 

wanted to train a batch of snipers. 

“I told him to think about what I said carefully. After thinking for a while, he sighed and said that he 

really didn’t think it through. Hence, he said he’d correct his behavior when we came to the sniper base 

so that the 

instructors wouldn’t misunderstand him. 

“Look, hasn’t he changed? He’s been back for five days. Principal Chen strictly enforces a two-hour 

session in the morning and another two-hour session in the afternoon. The rest of the time, the snipers 

have to 

communicate with the other instructors or watch me train.” 

 

Commissar Yan, who was laughing heartily, gave Ye Jian a thumbs up. “You’re the best. You made him 

stop fighting with his life with just a few words. Four hours of guidance a day is definitely enough. 

“Back then, he stayed at the sniper base almost every day. He would be with the soldiers during the day 

and at night. He would also train in the mountains. Commander Liu and I would be scared witless 

whenever we 

saw him. 



“Now, the two of us can rest assured. After four hours of guidance, he can then teach the sniper 

instructors so that they can all learn from him. In the future, Old Chen will have more and more time to 

rest.” 

Principal Chen, who was strictly training the soldiers, didn’t pay attention to them. He ended the 

disguise training and entered the ‘shooting range estimation’ training. 

A soldier ran to Ye Jian’s side from the training ground. He saluted Commander Liu and Commissar Yan 

before saying to Ye Jian, “Ye Jian, the instructor asked you to do a demonstration since you’ve entered 

the 

shooting range for training.” 

The soldiers who entered the training camp were all soldiers from the new recruits with excellent 

marksmanship. In June, the Military District of Southern Province received an order from the military 

that they needed 

to groom a batch of excellent snipers for anti-terrorism combat. They would be selected from the 

Southern Province’s sniper base. 

When the Military District of Southern Province received the order, Principal Chen also received a 

transfer from the military. Principal Chen, who previously stayed behind to guard Shuikou Village and 

only 

occasionally went to the military unit, returned to the sniper base and started training the selected 

soldiers. In the end, he overexerted himself and got injured. He was so exhausted that he suffered from 

gastric 

bleeding and had to go to the hospital. 

Chapter 1934 Every Good Thing Has To Come To An End 

 

Ye Jian had been here for four days and was familiar with the newly selected snipers. Hearing this, she 

smiled at Commander Liu and Commissar Yan, who came to visit 

Principal Chen. “I won’t accompany you anymore. I’ll have to go for training.” 

“Go, go. We have something to do too.” Commander Liu smiled and waved his hand, indicating that Ye 

Jian didn’t need to stay with them. “We’ll come and visit Old Chen 

when we have time. You can be at ease too.” 

The sniper base was directly under the jurisdiction of the Military District of Southern Province. 

Commander Liu and Commissar Yan only had one training base for training 

automobile soldiers in the Imperial City. It was impossible for them to stay for long after coming to take 

a look. 

Commander Liu didn’t ask Ye Jian to send them off. After she left, he smiled and sighed. “This will be Old 

Chen’s base from now on. I’m afraid it’ll be difficult for the troops in 



the mountains to invite him back.” 

 

“That’s right. It’s a pity. In the past, Old Chen would go to the army from time to time to guide the 

soldiers in their shooting training. The standard of his shooting is quite 

high. In the future… Sigh, | can only watch.” 

Commissar Yan smiled and patted his shoulder. “We still have to rely on ourselves. Old Chen has already 

trained a batch for us. Let this batch teach the next batch. Only by 

teaching them like this will Old Chen’s hard work not be in vain.” 

“It’s a rare opportunity that Old Chen and the girl have returned to the army. Let’s go to Old Liu’s place 

for a drink.” 

“I wanted to mention this to the girl just now, but you kept giving me looks. Now, you want me to 

accompany you to Old Liu’s place for a drink. Why didn’t you ask the girl to 

join us? This girl is like our child. Now that the two of us are leaving one after the other… I wonder if the 

girl will miss us.” 

Commander Liu said in a low voice. Then, Commissar Yan smiled and said, “What’s there to talk about? I 

told Old Chen to tell Ye Jian. I’m fine, but you…” 

Amidst the howling cold wind, the two figures dressed in dark green who were talking side by side 

gradually disappeared. Ye Jian, who had run to the end of the training 

ground, turned around and looked at the two leaving figures. She said to Principal Chen, “Uncle Chen, 

let’s go back to Shuikou Village sometime soon. I can’t bear to leave 

the soldiers there.” 

More importantly, that was the first unit she had come into contact with. Before she left Shuikou 

Village, all her holidays were spent in the unit that quietly served as the 

 

weapons and fuel delivery unit. 

Their relationship was so deep that it was deeper than her feelings for Shuikou Village. It was as if that 

place was her roots. 

Principal Chen, who was in a good mental state, smiled and said, “Sure. As long as you want to go back, 

you can go back anytime. However, it’ll be difficult for Commander 

Liu and Commissar Yan to be transferred away.” 

“Transfer? Are you sure?” Ye Jian was surprised. She realized that Commander Liu and Commissar Yan 

had been stationed in Fujun Town for many years. She felt 

uncomfortable. 



“Commander Liu has transferred, and Commissar Yan has relocated. If you want to return to the army in 

the future… We’ll talk about it when the time comes.” Principal 

Chen sighed softly and said, “All good things must come to an end. When the time comes, they’ll leave. 

After receiving a transfer order, one has to leave even if one doesn’t 

want to.” 

The bitterness in Ye Jian’s heart grew deeper. “Soldiers who are made of steel will always be discharged 

from the army every year. I still remember a few troublemakers 

from coastal cities who I met in junior high. After a few years, they’ve already retired and returned to 

school.” 

“I don’t know where Commander Liu and Commissar Yan will be transferred to. Why didn’t I ask 

anything just now?” Ye Jian looked at the place where they stood together. 

Her good mood was affected.. 

Chapter 1935: Iron Battalion 

 

“Commissar Yan doesn’t want you to be distracted. I didn’t even plan to tell you in advance. He wanted 

to call me only after he went to his new place... You can visit them often in the future.” 

Principal Chen persuaded her for a while before Ye Jian’s mood improved slightly. 

 

The reason why she could enter and leave the army freely was that Commander Liu and Commissar Yan 

granted her this convenience. When she was in trouble, as long as they knew about it, they would 

immediately stand out to help her. 

Her household register was no longer listed as Ye Zhifan’s house. Although that group of people didn’t 

show up, they sent over Company Commander Yue, who had retired from the military. They also sent 

documents from the military unit. Hence, Ye Zhifan couldn’t do anything about her household register 

matters. 

In this life, she had met too many people who had helped her— Commander Liu, Commissar Yan, 

Company Commander Yue, and the soldiers who had trained with her. It was because of their help that 

Ye Jian had become the person she was today. 

She would never forget the people who had helped her. 

The soldiers were done putting on their disguises. Principal Chen didn’t give Ye Jian much time to feel 

sad. He calmly said to her, “Ye Jian, it’s your turn.” Then, he asked her to start training. 

Under Principal Chen’s signal, a dummy wearing training clothes and various combat equipment stood 

100 yards away from the sniper soldiers. Ye Jian led the snipers while holding a sniper rifle in her hand. 

Without aiming, she made sure to keep her eye on the dummy at all times. 



“Remember all the details of the dummy. Remember everything you see with your naked eyes. Later, 

the instructor will probably ask you about the specific location of a certain piece of combat equipment 

on the soldier. You need to quickly shoot at the target or say it out.” 

 

Ye Jian reminded the soldiers of the sniper team beside her. They would be counter-terrorism combat 

soldiers in the future. Their training would be much stricter than ordinary soldiers. Their requirements 

would also be much harsher. In order to prevent them from becoming resistant to heavy training in the 

future, it was best to let them get used to the strict training from the start. 

“Roger.” The sniper team’s soldiers nodded in unison. This female soldier had stunned everyone on her 

first day here. She was able to make a perfect shot regardless of whether she was standing still or lying 

down. 

Even her shooting accuracy was 100%, and her shooting standards had already reached a level where 

even the instructors were speechless. It was obvious how terrifying she was. 

“Retreat 200 yards,” Principal Chen ordered. The soldiers beside him immediately waved their flags and 

reminded the sniper team to retreat. 

“All the details, colors, and equipment within 200 yards can be seen clearly by naked eyes,” Ye Jian 

reported. Then, she received the flag message to retreat 300 yards back. She reported again, “The 

outline of the body is clear, the color of the face can be seen, the details of the appearance, the 

equipment on the body, but the outline is blurred.” 

Then, she said to the soldier beside her, “Remember the details that you can see at 100 yards, 200 

yards, and 300 yards. You have to remember the changes in the equipment outline as well. It’ll be very 

helpful for future ambushes. As long as there’s a similar outline, you’ll be able to immediately make a 

judgment with your naked eyes.” 

With Ye Jian’s reminder, the sniper team retreated until they were 600 yards away. The dummy in front 

of them appeared wedge-shaped, and even its head was no longer obvious. There was only a vague 

outline. Also, because it had been equipped with too much equipment, they couldn’t distinguish the 

silhouette at this distance of 600 yards. 

“You have to note down the changes in the outline of every object in the shooting range in detail. These 

are all references for future shooting targets. When you see the changes in the outline, you need to 

immediately know how far you are from the target. Immediately adjust your aim and make an accurate 

shot.”. 

Chapter 1936: Careful Plan 

 

Ye Jian would remind the soldiers around her at every shooting range. This was the ‘appearance 

method’ in sniper training. Back then, Principal Chen had taught her this step by step. 

“Ye Jian, shoot the walkie-talkie on the target.” 



Principal Chen’s serious voice came from the earpiece. Ye Jian replied with a low voice, “Yes.” She 

immediately adjusted the aiming tool to shoot accurately. She stood at the same spot and pulled the 

trigger. With a bang, she had accurately made her shot. 

 

It seemed like a simple and accurate shot, but the snipers in training knew how difficult it was to shoot 

accurately. Mind calculation, eyesight, wind power… all these factors had to be firmly grasped in order 

to shoot accurately. 

When they heard Principal Chen telling all the soldiers in the sniper team that Ye Jian had shot 

accurately, they couldn’t help but applaud. 

“Impressive! Ye Jian! I was just thinking about how far the walkie-talkie was but you’ve already finished 

shooting.” “…I could calculate the approximate distance, but I was still thinking about how to adjust the 

aim.” 

Ye Jian smiled. “Don’t be surprised. I was trained by my instructor. You’ll be like me in the future. As 

long as you know the target, you can calculate the distance quickly.” 

“Ye Jian, return to your position. The rest of the soldiers will start shooting.” Principal Chen waited for 

Ye Jian to finish speaking before instructing her to return to her position. With her around, the morale of 

the male soldiers would be boosted because no one wanted to be inferior to a female soldier. 

Next was to test the sniper team. Every time Principal Chen mentioned a target, the soldiers who were 

named completed the shooting as quickly as possible. These soldiers were walking the same path that 

Ye Jian had walked in the past. Although they were not as talented as Ye Jian, they were definitely 

outstanding snipers. 

Principal Chen had never let his country down, let alone the troops. He had been entrusted with heavy 

responsibility. 

 

There were too many things to learn in order to become an outstanding sniper. Even if Ye Jian had 

reached a high level, she couldn’t stop learning. The only way she could never stop was to never be 

eliminated. 

With a revenge plan in mind, Ye Jian stayed at the sniper base and completed the daily training with all 

the soldiers. Occasionally, she would leave the team during the training and rest. After a few minutes, 

she would return to the team immediately. As she was a female soldier, the male soldiers could 

understand why she would occasionally leave. Even Principal Chen couldn’t tell that something was 

bothering Ye Jian. 

When training, Ye Jian would always put all her effort into it. In order not to worry Principal Chen, she 

patiently trained with the soldiers every day. When there was only one week left until the Chinese New 

Year, she finally asked Principal Chen for a leave of absence. She would be gone for about four to five 

days. 



After finishing her sniping camouflage training, Ye Jian said to Principal Chen, “Uncle Chen, I want to go 

to the Cemetery of Martyrs to pay my respects and have a gathering with a few of my high school 

classmates. I’ll return to the military unit on New Year’s Eve.” 

The sniper base was in the forest of the military zone in the Southern Province. Ye Jian mentioned that 

she would enter the provincial city after they went down the mountain. The truck would drive back to 

the sniping base. 

Principal Chen didn’t suspect anything. He felt that she should visit Grandpa Gen and Sun Xueqing, who 

were forever resting. 

When she reached the crossroad, Ye Jian got down from the truck. After the sniper team’s truck left, she 

immediately ran toward the other side of the crossroad. The vehicle Hou Zi had arranged for her was 

waiting for her there.. 

Chapter 1937 Fate 

Ye Jian didn’t expect Hou Zi to come and pick her up personally. She opened the car door and saw Hou Zi 

sitting in the front passenger seat. She was slightly stunned and hurriedly greeted him, “Brother Zi”. 

Hou Zi, who was wearing sunglasses, smiled and turned around to look at Ye Jian who was sitting at the 

back. His charming peach blossom eyes were filled with interest. “You recognized me at first glance. It 

seems like you have a good memory.” 

Until now, Hou Zi still admired Ye Jian’s memory. He had never seen someone with such an 

extraordinary memory like her. 

 

“Even if you put on makeup and pretend to be someone else, I’d still be able to recognize you,” Ye Jian 

replied with a smile. She didn’t manage to find Hou Zi in her past life. She didn’t have the intention to 

find him in this life but she met him. How could she not have a deep impression of him? 

Hou Zi laughed even louder. “Little Six said the same thing. I remember that he had just grown up a little 

then. When I quarreled with Yiwei and she cried, Little Six saw me. He came up and told me that if I 

dared to bully Yiwei again, he wouldn’t let me off. 

“He also said that as long as I dared to betray Yiwei, he would recognize me no matter what I became. 

After 12 years, I heard similar words from you again. I say, you and Little Six are really fated.” 

Ye Jian felt the same way too. In this life, she was fated with Captain Xia. 

Hou Zi admired Ye Jian. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have accepted her call and agreed to her request 

without hesitation. It was because he admired Ye Jian. Even if Xia Jinyuan wasn’t around, he would help 

her. 

“I can be considered a law-abiding businessman now. I can’t be as nimble as I used to be, like when I 

dealt with those street gangsters you got into a fight with behind my hotel. For the matters I can help 

you with, I’ll certainly handle them. You’ll have to take your time to settle the rest. “But don’t worry, I’ll 

still clean up whatever trail you leave behind.” 



 

Hou Zi was shocked when he received Ye Jian’s call. He didn’t believe her when she said that she wanted 

to take someone’s eye tissue. 

He didn’t ask for the reason. Behind Xia Yiwei’s back, he asked her how she wanted him to cooperate 

with her. He learned that he only needed to ask Sun Yaozu out for a business deal. She would settle the 

rest. Ye Jian shook her head and smiled. “Thank you, Brother Zi. I’ll handle the rest myself. I won’t leave 

any traces behind. I’ll just create a disaster.” 

“A disaster?” Hou Zi was a little interested. Smart people were always slick when it came to doing things. 

Also, Little Six’s future wife was an extraordinarily smart person. She had such a high IQ and knew so 

much. If she said so, then she definitely meant it. 

Hou Zi was interested and wanted to watch the whole process. Unfortunately, he was a serious 

businessman now. Although he wanted to get involved, he could only suppress the urge. After washing 

his hands clean, he would no longer be involved in bloodshed. He still had to abide by the rules of the 

underworld. 

The Southern Province was less prosperous than before and had a hint of coldness as the new year was 

approaching. The street shops did not add to the liveliness of the city even though they were playing 

songs to congratulate the new year. 

In Ye Jian’s eyes, the liveliness and coldness had nothing to do with her. All she wanted was Sun Yaozu’s 

eye tissue. After it snowed, the shops closed at around nine o’clock at night. There were not many 

pedestrians on the streets either. All of them were walking hurriedly with their hands clasped together. 

The bus stop was cold and empty. Few people took the buses that passed by. The entire provincial city 

was empty as the workers had returned to their hometown for the new year. It was cold and empty, 

making the winter city even more desolate. 

Chapter 1938 It Will Hurt 

Ye Jian lowered her head and looked at her watch for the second time. The phone that Hou Zi prepared 

for her beeped with a notification. Ye Jian, who was holding the steering wheel with one hand, opened it 

and took a look. She pursed her lips tightly before curling them. 

‘Sun Yaozu, it’s time for me to settle the old feud with you! Tonight, I’ll only let you see blood. In the 

future, I’ll take your life!’ 

Her hatred had never disappeared. It was just that it was better to hide it. It had only gone deeper, and 

she knew that she could not do it without a certain level of strength. 

 

Now that there was a chance, if she did not grasp it properly, she would have lived two lives in vain! 

There was no sense of guilt at all. The person she wanted to kill had committed a heinous crime. She did 

not need to act for others. She just acted for herself! 



With a cold expression on her face, she started the car and drove off. The car seemed to be driving 

faster and faster. In the blink of an eye, it disappeared at the end of the street. 

In the hotel, Hou Zi looked at the phone his assistant handed him. There were only two simple words on 

it, ‘thank you’. It was just like her-very simple and pure. It was the same when she did things. She was 

more daring than a man. 

As someone who had been in the underworld before, Hou Zi didn’t think that there was anything wrong 

with what Ye Jian was doing. Revenge was a dish best served cold. As long as one had the ability, one 

could seek justice for the unfairness of the past, let alone the unfairness of the world. 

If one did not have the ability to seek ‘fairness’, one could not blame others. ‘Fairness’ would not come 

to one’s side for no reason. One had to work hard to understand what ‘fairness’ meant. 

 

Hou Zi looked at Ye Jian’s resume. He admired her. Her starting point was lower than him but she was 

able to take a life. 

Oh, that was not right either. She would not kill him personally. She would take an effective shortcut to 

execute Sun Yaozu. Tonight was the first step in her plan. As for him, he should not do anything and just 

wait. “Brother Zi, you don’t have to do anything. You just need to leave the hotel and let him walk on 

your right side, facing the road. Remember, you must make him face the road because I want him to 

have a taste of his eyes being stabbed again.” 

Hou Zi, who came out of the private room, glanced at the one-eyed man who didn’t know anything. Ye 

Jian’s words flashed across his mind. He walked out of the hotel happily. 

Hou Zi quietly looked at the traffic on the street. He walked in front of Sun Yaozu and moved away 

slightly so that the other party could face the road. He stretched out his hand and smiled, “Boss Sun, 

let’s have a happy collaboration. I’ll wait for you to hand the contract to my assistant. I hope that after 

the new year, I can officially collaborate with you.” 

Sun Yaozu, who was now very pleased with himself. He saw the gang leader, whom he dared not offend 

in the past, shake hands with him politely now. With a beer belly, he pushed aside the black mirror 

handed to him by his assistant and bodyguard. With a patch over one of his eyes, he stretched out his 

hand and laughed. “Well said, well said. To be able to work with you is…” 

As a car went by, something shiny suddenly glinted in the air. Sun Yaozu, who was facing the road, had 

yet to finish his sentence when a light flashed in front of him. Then, he covered his eyes tightly and let 

out a howl like a pig being slaughtered. 

No one realized what was going on. Hou Zi knew that something would happen but he didn’t expect it to 

happen so suddenly. 

The black car flew past. Even he, who was closest to Sun Yaozu, didn’t notice anything unusual. The guy 

who was speaking to him a second ago had gotten his eye injured in the next second. 

Chapter 1939 Who Harmed Him? 



The cars that drove past did not attract too much attention. After all, there were so many cars on the 

road. In the chaos, who would pay attention to a car? 

“Boss Sun, Boss Sun! Boss Sun!” 

“Boss Sun, what’s wrong?!” 

“Blood! Boss Sun… Boss Sun is bleeding!” 

 

Hou Zi shouted, “Why are you panicking? Why are you freaking panicking?! Call the ambulance over! 

You guys, give me the disinfected towels from the hotel. Hurry!” 

At this moment, the boss of the underground world had revealed his might. Although he was wearing a 

tailored suit, which made him look elegant and calm, he was roaring in anger. He immediately calmed 

down the panicked scene. 

The service staff brought over a disinfected towel. Hou Zi said to Sun Yaozu, who was howling in pain, 

“Boss Sun, cover yourself with the towel first. There’s too much blood.” 

Sun Yaozu was in so much pain that he couldn’t even listen to anyone. It was the most heart-wrenching 

pain he had experienced after that incident 16 years ago. He wanted to roll around. It hurt, it hurt too 

much! 

“Let me press the towel for you. If you press it with one hand, it won’t be enough to stop the bleeding.” 

Hou Zi looked at the blood flowing out from between Sun Yaozu’s fingers. His expression didn’t change. 

He was used to seeing such bloody sights. 

What he was interested in was… how Little Six’s girlfriend, that little girl, managed to injure Sun Yaozu’s 

eye without even showing up. Compared to the blood in front of him, he was more interested in how 

she injured him. The injury looked pretty serious. He couldn’t even stop the bleeding. “Who… W-Who… 

Who… f*cking… f*cking harmed me?!” Sun Yaozu, who was in so much pain that his entire body was 

trembling, stammered. He wanted to say a few harsh words, but due to the excessive pain, he appeared 

especially cowardly. Hou Zi said in a low voice, “It shouldn’t be intentional. Judging from your position 

just now, if it really was an assassination attempt, the other party would’ve attacked your vital parts. 

However, that wasn’t the case. Boss Sun, you should investigate this matter properly. 

“As you know, the plot of land that you’ve acquired is currently the largest plot of land in the Southern 

Province. It’s possible that someone harbors a grudge against you and intentionally did this. 

 

“You’re bleeding too much. Sorry in advance, Boss Sun.” After saying that, Hou Zi grabbed Sun Yaozu’s 

wrist and pulled it hard. He saw a glass-like fragment embedded in Sun Yaozu’s eye. Under the light, the 

sharp fragment flashed with blood. 

Amazing! 

He still could not figure out how she did it! 



It wasn’t a single inch off target. 

When Hou Zi pressed the towel down on Sun Yaozu’s eye, he saw a trace of blood on his fingers. He 

immediately retracted his hand and took another towel to wipe his fingers with. Then, he tossed it to his 

assistant beside him and gave him a look. 

The assistant nodded knowingly and held the towel in his hand. Hou Zi then said to Sun Yaozu’s 

bodyguards, “Two of you should stay to guard Boss Sun. The rest of you had better go take a look 

around. Whether it’s an accident or a premeditated scheme, we have to find out.” 

These bodyguards couldn’t be compared to the bodyguards around Hou Zi who had seen their share of 

bloodbaths. However, they were all strong and powerful. When they heard that, two of them stayed 

behind to guard their boss while the others quickly went to check their surroundings. 

The glass shard had flown into Sun Yaozu’s eye that was already injured. Now, as long as he touched the 

shard, it would make him howl. 

Ye Jian drove the car to the side of the road where there were no surveillance cameras. After a while, 

she heard the sound of an ambulance. She looked down at the rubber bands she bought in the shop and 

smiled. She put the rubber bands in her pocket. 

Chapter 1940 No More Waiting 

Hou Zi’s assistant was walking over. He followed Ye Jian’s arrangement and walked around the two 

intersections. He walked to the black car parked under the shade of a tree. “Miss Ye, Brother Zi asked 

me to pass this to you.” He took out a towel from his pocket and handed it to Ye Jian respectfully. 

He knew about the plan. It was precisely because he knew about it that he was terrified of this girl in 

front of him. She did not even show her face and merely drove over, yet it was enough to injure her 

opponent’s eye. 

He could drive a car over and kill his target with a gun. However, he wouldn’t be able to use a glass 

shard to so accurately hit the target… He couldn’t do that with Brother Zi. 

Ye Jian took the towel that smelled faintly of blood and thanked him in a low voice. She didn’t stay any 

longer and immediately drove away. 

 

She needed to rush to the private hospital that Hou Zi had invested in and hand the towel over to the 

chemist there. She needed to get the results as soon as possible. She didn’t want to wait anymore! 

As she left, Sun Yaozu was also carried away by the ambulance. Hou Zi didn’t leave. He personally 

accompanied Sun Yaozu to the hospital. 

The assistant didn’t follow him. When the assistant came back, he nodded slightly at Hou Zi, indicating 

that the matter was settled. 

No one would pay attention to any hidden movements amidst the chaotic scene. No one would notice 

any subtle interactions. Hou Zi arrived at the private hospital he invested in at around three in the 

morning. 



His assistant told him that Little Six’s girlfriend had been waiting for the results and didn’t want to leave. 

Hou Zi, who was dressed in a suit and leather shoes, walked into the room that was specially prepared 

for him to rest. He looked at Ye Jian, who was leaning against the window, and teased her, saying, “It’s 

the same even if you come to get it tomorrow morning. Are you afraid that my hospital will run away?” 

Ye Jian, who was in a daze, immediately reacted. She stood up and thanked Hou Zi. “Thank you so much 

for tonight, Brother Zi. If it weren’t for you, it would’ve been difficult for me to get his eye tissue.” 

 

“You don’t have to thank me. I didn’t do anything either. It’s just business. Ever since he took a few plots 

of good land from Director Ye of the Construction Bureau, I’ve been thinking of working with him. It was 

convenient for me to help you this time. You don’t have to thank me.” 

Hou Zi walked up to the door and sat on the chair. He crossed his arms casually and placed them in front 

of his stomach. He asked her with interest, “I want to know how you threw that shard of glass into his 

eye. Even if you used one hand on the steering wheel, you shouldn’t have that much strength in your 

other hand.” 

“A person has four limbs. I don’t need to use my hands to drive, I can use my legs too. I just used my 

knees to control the steering wheel and used a rubber band to shoot the glass shard into his eye.” Ye 

Jian didn’t hide anything. She didn’t need to worry about exposing herself. 

Although it sounded unbelievable, Hou Zi, who had seen Ye Jian’s ability, was enlightened. “I see! That 

explains it.” 

She could drive with her hands or her knees. At that moment, Hou Zi looked at Ye Jian with a strange 

expression. “Oh, Little Six. Do you know what kind of girlfriend you’ve got? 

‘I’m someone who has seen all sorts of situations. But when I heard this, I’m a little frightened.’ 

She was smart and courageous. She was also capable. It was best to be friends with such a person and 

not enemies. 

“After I get the results, I’ll get someone to send you to the hotel. It’s the same suite that Little Six used 

to stay in. It’s empty.” Hou Zi was satisfied when he got the answer. “I’ll take care of the rest. I won’t let 

Sun Yaozu suspect anything.” 

 


